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editorial
Seems like the weather's finally decided to pack up, I hope you all
haven't flagged away the training in preference of a cosy fire and fluffy
slippers.

There's a New Zealand team to make, so let's show 'em that

Auckland o-ers are as reliable as ever!

Let's hope for a sunny Queen's

Birthday, what's more.
Many thanks to all the o-ers who showed up at the Timberlands Forest
Run on May 8th, whether to help or just join in the run.

It was a

success yet again, with a large number of entries (nearly 2000, as far
as I know!) and only a few spits of rain to cool those sweaty brows.
As this is the major fundraising project for the World Champs Squad for
the year, the support was really appreciated.

The funds raised will

help to send a N.Z. team to the World Champs in Sweden in August 1989.
Many thanks also to Beth, Eddie and W101 for their contributions this
month, it sure makes it easier for me when people send in articles with¬
out having been asked. I'm eagerly awaiting some more from each and
every one of you! (Or shall I start drawing names out of a hat? Hee,
hee!)
Katie Fettes
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coming events
JUNE
4-6

CDOA Queen's Birthday 3-Day Badge Event and Trial

5
12

Sun
Sun

C
NW

Auckland Domain
OY3, Mission Coast Road, Woodhill

19

Sun

SA

Waiuku Forest

19

Sun

P

CDOA OY4, Orchard's Farm (Pinelands)

26

Sun

C

Street-O, Farm Cove, Pakuranga

3

Sun

NW

Shakespeare Reserve, Whangaparoa

10

Sun

NW

JULY

9-10

NW

OY4,

Otakanini Topu, Woodhill Forest

National Secondary Schools Orienteering Championships,
Relays and Individual (with OY4)

17

Sun

SA

Waiuku Forest

17

Sun

R

CDOA OY5, Tarawera Forest (Rotorua)

24

Sun

C

One Tree Hill

31

Sun

C

OY5,

Quarry Road, Woodhill Forest

AUGUST
14

Sun

Wh

Glenbervie Challenge Badge Event (entries this issue)

START TIMES
Sunday park events and OY's have start times from 10.00am till 1.00pm.
CLOSING DATE FOR NEXT ISSUE
Please send all those great articles about
20 JUNE

Queen's Birthday, the May Junior Training Day,
and anything else you enjoyed (or didn't), to:
Katie Fettes
c/- G. Simpson
R.D.4
WAIUKU
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ph (085) 31217

anzac 3-day comments
Mental base 60 mathematics is not easy.
too many.

Fourteen errors in 103 calculations is disgraceful, particularly

when seven placegetters were affected.
here.

But even so, one error is one
There is a lesson to be learned

All multi-day events MUST be computerised, no matter how small the

entry is, and not only just to save someone from doing the mathematics.
In fact, all pre-entry events are candidates for the use of a computer in
handling the miriad of tasks involved with organising such an orienteering
event.

The excuse that I recieved after the ANZAC event for the deliberate

non-use of a computer was that 'the number entered was too small to
warrant it'.

What rubbish.

The organising of orienteering events is one

of the most labour-intensive activities I know of, and if anything can be
found to reduce that work load then it should be implemented.
Any time that any data needs to be duplicated is the time when a
computer should be used.

By using a computer only ONE entry per competitor

needs to be made to establish the data record from which information can
be retrieved again and again to perform the various tasks required of the
organisers.

From that one data record the programme can be printed, clip

cards written with competitors' start times and grades etc, race pack
identities made, mailing lists prepared for both sending the programme and
the results, start lists can be compiled for the starter, individual
daily times and cummulative times can be calculated and printed on to labels
for attachment to the results board displayed during the period of the
event (and I must stress doing the maths bit without error), the badge
credits can be calculated and the final results typeset ready for duplication and postage after the event.

All this can be done from the ONE basic

entry into the data base and the additional entry of finish times during
the event.

The entry of finish times into the computer can be performed

faster than the manual calculation of elapsed times.
By way of comparison this ANZAC 3-Day event has caused hours and hours
of extra work in manually retyping over and over again things such as
names and addresses for mailing lists (done twice), names and numbers for
race packs, names numbers courses grades and elapsed times for computation
of the chasing start start times, manual entry of times on the results
display board, manual addition of times on the results display board, the
entry again in a word processor of names clubs grades elapsed times and
checking of addition for the printing of the results booklet, and entry
into the results booklet of badge credits (although here I did write a
short computer programme to handle those maths).
The clubs here in Auckland have the personnel, the technology and the
programmes to do all of the above. Remember back to the Milo 7-Day Event
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and how the complete results were printed out for all 37 grades, complete
with badge credits all done, only 23 MINUTES after the last competitor
crossed the finish line on the seventh day.

That output was what was used

to produce the copy in the results booklet.

For the record, I have

handled the Central Club's 3-Day meeting in October 1984 and also helped
during the Milo 7-Day event with my computer.

Although my computer, being

of older technology, requires the assistance of a petrol-driven generator
when operated far from a normal 230 volt 3 pin point, there are more
modern lap-top computers now available that are truely portable and are
well-suited for outback use.

I am sure that if the right approach is

made it would be possible to borrow one of these units for use at events
out in the back blocks.
For Pete's sake (and mine) don't let this sort of thing ever happen
again.

I know that I for one won't be having anything to do with a manual

multi-day or pre-entry event ever again.
Eddie Reddish

IF

this is your idea of a good logo...

THEN get yourself a T-shirt with this design on,
Front & Back.
USEFUL FOR
Running in! Jogging in!
Orienteering in! and
ADVERTISING YOUR SPORT IN!!
SO if you want to run, jog, orienteer and
advertise YOUR sport...GET ONE NOW!
Sizes S,M,L,XL.
Colour White with red & black print
Price $15
To obtain one phone 478-8224
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central chatter
* Our latest addition to the 'family sport' is the Baker bunch - welcome
to our club Stuart, Barbara, Michael, Mark, Michelle and Simon; and
also to our new M21B competitor, Roderick Ball.
* Just goes to show there is, life after orienteering...
- Damien Reddish has returned from Palmerston North, where
he has been swishing his racket with the Auckland Under-16
Badminton Rep. Squad.

Well done!

- Paul Potter (secretly) competed in the Rotorua Marathon in case you missed him on the telly - and sources inform
me he completed the soul-destroying course in 3hrs18mins.
Congratulations Paul!
* Helpers are wanted please for October (sometime) for the Primary School
Champs.

It will be on a Thursday.

If your Thursdays are dull and not

otherwise engaged, do contact Leon McGivern on 564-567.
* Right - get training everybody - the news is out and it is confirmed
that OY6 on September 11th is also our club champs - so ensure you are
prepared!
* New I.O.F. publications for anyone interested in improving their 'O'
skills :
'Learning
Orienteering Step by Step' - $8.00
'Orienteering on Permanent Courses' - $2.80
There is also an attractive cloth badge for $4.00. All these items are
available for $13.00. If you are interested contact Barry Tuck on
567-414, so that a bulk order can be placed.
* Next meeting is Wednesday, 1st June at 7.30pm, at Barry Tuck's place,
14 Estelle Place, Pakuranga.

We'd love to see you!
Chatterbox

S.A.

weasel warblings

* Welcome to S.A. Orienteering Club : Peter Cameron, John Drake, Helen
Skiffington and Aaron Martin. It was good to see these people
competing in the ANZAC 3-Day.
* Welcome home to Jill Dalton, who has recently returned from her
expedition to Nepal. She reports that she got up to the dizzy heights
of 20,000 feet, and had a peek into Tibet.
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(continued...)

* Rosehill College did well at the recent Secondary Schools Championships.
The boys won their section by 15 minutes, with Stephen Shale having
the fastest time.

John Shale came 5th and Keirin Lewis 9th. The

girls' team finished 4th with Karen Wildman having the second-fastest
time.
* Just a reminder that the Waiuku Forest Fun Run is on June 26th.
of the workers have been allocated jobs, so don't forget!

Most

* The next club meeting is on Monday 13 June, not the usual first Monday
of the month due to Queen's Birthday Weekend.

It will be held at the

Oldfields' house, 11 Collingwood Road, Waiuku, at 7.30pm.

The follow-

ing meeting will be on July 4th, at the Pilbrows', 120 Porchester Road,
Papakura, with the usual fare of mussels and mousetraps.
The Weasel rides again!

north-west news
* Welcome to new club member Mike McCulloch of Forrest Hill. Hope you
get a lot of fun from orienteering.
* North West girls showed the advantages of belonging to a club and
attending the same school by convincingly winning the Auckland Secondary Schools Orienteering Championships for Rangitoto College.
done Jeni, Brenda, Marit, Alison, and Donna.

Well

Good luck for the New

Zealand Champs in July.
* Covering terrain of a different sort will be Geoff and Lisa Mead who
are off to Hong Kong for a holiday.

Do they have mountain marathons

there?
* Now that the days are getting colder, how about a long-sleeved shirt
to wear?

The club has for sale fleecy lined grey marl sweatshirts

adorned with the club logo.
$25.

Sizes and prices are S & M $20, L & XL

A bargain you'll agree.

Contact Ann Fettes, ph 875-358 to

purchase.
* The next club meeting will be at the Stones' house on June 2nd at
7.30pm.

8 Agathis Ave, Mairangi Bay is the address for those who

haven't been before.
* Good luck to all those prospective team members who are trialling at
Queen's Birthday Weekend.

North West has always had a large group

of NZ representatives, and I'm sure this year will prove to be the
same.

Not only that, we also have Wellington area to thrash on the

first day, so good orienteering.
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NW Newshound

the horrors of huriwai
The first time I saw the limestone crags of Port Waikato I fell in love
with the colours, the magnificent heights, and the sheer beauty. The
first time I clambered around them I developed a terrible love-hate
relationship with them; because they are striking, beautiful, deadly
and downright mean, or should I say 'upright'.
slippery, and they move.

They are also numerous,

They are never where I calculate they should

be, they sink out of sight if I approach them from above, and they loom
crazily upward if I get too low.
Most of all though, they never give up their secrets without a twisted
ankle, a lost shoe, a thudding heart or broken lungs. This is all
exaggeration you understand - poetic licence and so on.
Truth is I found the controls, I kept contact with the map - my route
choice was, well, so-so (for m e ) . So why 108 minutes?
It was the up and over, the clutching at grasses for leverage, and
getting one million Californian thistles in exchange, the need for goat's
feet among the rocks, the struggle through the supplejack and flannel
weed at no.9 - trying to avoid yet one last hill.
Most of all it was that HILL at no.8 - the gasping, searing, crushing
one step upward and yet upward. Never was a summit so blessed, no
Everest so painfully achieved. I swear by all that Orienteers hold dear
I shall write a codicil to my will. It will read "This enclosed course
is to be run by John Robinson at age 6 1 " . It will include every gully,
rock, pillar, crevasse and electric fence on Huriwai.
W101

from a Soviet
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magazine

the glenbervie challenge
Date : 14 August 1988
Map : Glenbervie
Scale : 1:10,000, contour interval 5m
Terrain : Pine forest with a centre core of native forest, with an
adjacent area of farmland.

The area contains numerous steep-

sided complex gullies with variable running conditions.
The event will be run in accordance with NZOF rules 1987, and is classified
by the NZOF as a Badge Event.
Courses/Grade Combinations :
Course

1

M21E

2
3

W21E
M19A

M35A
M21A

M40A

M45A

4

M17A

W19A

M21B

M50A

W35A

5

M15A

M35B

M40B

W17A

W21B

6

M55A

W45A

W40A

7

M13A

W40B

M21C

M45B

W15A

8
9

W50A
W13A

W55A
W21C

10

M11A

W11A

W35B

M16-19B

M12-15B

Event Fees :
Junior (M/W17 and below)
Senior

$ 4.00
$10.00

Family

$20.00

Late entries

$ 6.00
$15.00
$30.00

Please make cheques payable to : Whangarei Orienteering Club
Post entries to : Rhys Thompson
116 Memorial Drive
Whangarei

(ph (089) 484-866)

Closing date for entries : 18 July
"Many shall run to and fro and knowledge shall be increased"
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Daniel 12:4

anzac 3-days of sun, hills & sand
Some madness made me volunteer to write about the Anzac 3-day event.

As

my English teacher at school once descibed me as 'totally untalented' at
her subject, I wonder if I ought to have kept quiet, but here goes.
Muriwai 23/4/88
Wrenched from sleep by my alarm at 7.30am (later than most orienteers, I
dare say), the thought struck me, 'why do I orienteer?'.

I still don't

know the exact answer, but the three days around Auckland that were to
follow certainly provided an answer in their variety, beauty, and taxing
challenges.
Soon we were on the road to Port Waikato on a glorious sunny morning.
From Port Waikato we followed a 'heavy metal' road south towards the
Limestone Downs.

This road provided a few moments of excitement as I

learned how to control a car which chooses its own route round corners in
deep gravel.

Goodness knows how I survived a 60km bicycle ride on that

same road, back in October 1987.
As I prefer non-forest orienteering I was delighted to find the map
consisted mostly of yellow and black. Navigating through a forest of
rock instead of trees was quite a novelty and slowed everyone down drastically. So much so, that the winning times were much slower than the
setter had anticipated.
The route from the start to most people's first control ran parallel
to the road along which we were parked.

Any help the late starters got

from watching the earlier starters locate their first control was soon
found to be negligible in relation to the time lost later on. Fathoming
out which rock was the one you desired out of a forest of such rocks
proved interesting and caused lots of hesitation and indecision.
I enjoyed my 5.8 km course and navigated accurately, but hesitation
and indecision meant that I spent over 100 minutes getting around.

Katie

Fettes won our course, in a good time, but still over the hour.
Mount Auckland 24/4/88
'Oh no, not the alarm again!'. This was supposed to be a long holiday
weekend! Gorgeous weather again, I don't believe it!! Getting up isn't
so bad after all.
Twenty-two kilometres north of Kaukapakapa there's a walkway to Mt
Auckland that no Aucklander I've ever met has heard of, but it provided
us with some interesting orienteering. It was a lovely scenic area of
steep forest slopes and open farmland that awaited us that morning. The
trees are planted widely spaced and the thinnings were brittle and well
settled, so running between the trees was exhilerating. Not that I did
much running.... but I managed a more reasonable time despite choosing
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routes incorporating the most climb possible.

The view from the top of a

ridge high above the start/finish area was a reward in itself.

This was

some consolation when I realized that there was a much faster route along
the road hundreds of feet below me

a much flatter route.

Perhaps

5.5 hours sleep the night before helped to change my priority to view-seeking, from control-hunting, who knows
.
The first eight controls were well placed to offer route choice and
technical difficulty.

The last three controls weren't so taxing, providing

a long fast run-in across open fields.
Temu Road, Woodhill 25/4/88
Finding the forest in the first place proved an interesting feat.

A mis-

print in the instructions led Rowena and myself to believe we were looking
for a road 3km east of Helensville.

Having not been to Woodhill before,

we were a little puzzled as to how come there would be sand dunes so far
inland.
We guessed that we needed to head south from Helensville toward Woodhill
village and luckily we happened across an o-sign.
My last experience of forested sand dunes was in Waiuku Forest, the
Auckland Relays. There I made many blunders as I found the dunes disorientating so I vowed I'd take more care this time.
The chasing start went smoothly. The added excitement of being just
2.5 minutes behind Lisa wasn't going to put me off. I soon got into the
swing of being careful and got to number 5 without incident (apart from
seeing Lisa once). Then, in an area of complicated spurs and depressions,
swamped in cutty grass, I decided to look for my control in a depression
instead of on a spur. Yes, I'm a twerp!! Hours after leaving control 5
I was totally confused and decided to relocate by heading out to a path.
This alone proved quite a feat, as I was much farther into the forest than
I had thought.
Not to worry, I was destined to be 4th out of 4 on my course, as I'm
not fit enough to run much. But I hadn't anticipated being out in the
forest longer than all but one competitor that day.
Still, it's not sour grapes as I did enjoy all 3 days. The organisation
was good; thanks to all those who put in the work. After the prize-giving
the 'holiday' idea was finally pursued as a few of us slipped away to the
beach to frolic in the waves.
Beth Marlton
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central districts clubs' maps
CENTRAL

1. Patetonga
2. Tuahu
3.
Fletchers
4. Whatawhata
5. Pakaroa
6. Te Miro
7. Maungakawa
8. Pukekura
9. Kairanhi
10. G a r l a n d s
11. Orchards Farm
12. H o d d e r v i l l e
13. C r o s s i n g
14. P e r i m e t e r Road
15. Okere Falls
16.
Waipapa II
17.
Tikitere
18. Death Valley
19. Tarawera

DISTRICTS

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Peka
H i g h l a n d s Farm
Lake Ngahewa
Maungaiti
Okama
Kaahuiti
Kaahu
Poihipi
Rogue Bore
Paetataramoa
Kinloch
Whakaipo Bay
Rangatira
Tauhara
Mountain Road
Huka
3 4 . Wharewaka P o i n t
3 5 . Opepe and
Opepe West
36. Wainui

Egmont has : Pukekura P a r k , T e H e n u i , V o g e l t o w n ,
Barrett
Domain,
Tukapa, Huatoki N o r t h and Waimea Farms a l l
in,
o r c l o s e to, New
Plymouth.
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HOW NOT TO OVERLOAD YOUR BRAIN
One of the most important activities
during orienteering is the assimilation of
information and use of this information
to make decisions which are translated
into actions.
Information is presented on the map,
on the compass, on the control description sheet and in the surrounding terrain.
This mass of information must be sifted
and processed and the relevant bits
utilised.
I think the concept of short term
memory and the way this can be overloaded may throw light on the way one
can work towards a better personal
information handling system.
First what is short term memory and
what are its limitations?
Take 6 letters TQVABS — observe
them for 10 secs then see if you can
remember them — easy.
Take 12 letters TQVABSZKWLRP and
try to do the same — probably can no
longer remember them. We could learn
the sequence given longer study — but
that is not short term memory.
So short term memory is rapid recall of
recently rapidly assimilated information
and its capacity is limited.
However try the following 12 letters
BOYCATPINLAW — these can be remembered as the brain sees them as 4
short words not 12 letters. The psychological observation is that most people
can store up to about 7 pieces of information in their short term memory — this
information may be letters, digits, words,
sentences or concepts.
e.g. in chemistry

is 24 bits of information to a novice —
hard to remember but a more sophisticated chemist might think of it as
CH 2 OH (CHOH)4CHO
and then it is only 3 or 4 bits of information. To an even more experienced
chemist it is Glucose — one bit of information. The last could easily store
several such structures in his short term
memory as he can store the known (to
him) concept 'glucose' and rely on
experience to know what glucose means
(working memory — where new and
recalled information interact and are
linked ready for response or storage).
So if we assume we can store 7 concepts
and the experience of each concept determines the information content of each
concept.
Now to consider what happens if we try
to overload this short term memory. To
take another example from chemistry —
if students are given a problem in which
chemical equations are supplied and
balanced then 70% get the correct answer

G.B.J. Unloading his brain! Photo: Dave Gittus
information content, eg. an experienced
— however, if they have to balance the
orienteer looks at his map and sees a
equations themselves then only 30% get
valley with ditches, thickets and a path
the correct answer it is clear from this
down its length. To an inexperienced
and other evidence that if asked to recall
orienteer the same bit of map is
too much information and, at the same
time, sequence it and use it one is more
— a network of blue lines - ditches
likely to get the wrong answer — test this — with green patches
yourself with complex mental arith— brown lines
metic. This is overload of short term
— up or down?
memory — cannot cope with too much
— some brown dots
input/output — explains absent minded¬ — a mass of crags and boulders
ness or day dreaming etc.
— black dashed lines
Now how does this apply to orienSo the experienced orienteer uses one
teering? First consider results from
conceptwhilst,the inexperienced needs 6
experiments with chess players, who
or 7 (some of them unnecessary informawere asked to memorise 20-25 pieces on a tion) concepts.
chess board in 10 secs and then to rePerhaps there is a further sophisticaproduce the positions of the pieces on a
tion here — the visualisation of informadifferent board from memory. If the
tion as a mental image — does one map
pieces were as in a game then the average
read in symbols, words or pictures — and
player will replace about 6 correctly,
which is the easiest form to hold and
whilst a master or grand master will
process information? Certainly a series of
usually replace all correctly. If the set up
connected words is a single concept but
was random and not from a game then all
perhaps there is a bigger information
alike will only replace 6 pieces correctly.
content in a visual concept.
This is because the master has a vocaHow can we use this knowledge to
bulary of 25-100,000 concepts of related
improve our orienteering. Obviously
simplification is one way — avoid prochess positions and divides the 25 pieces
cessing unnecessary information — seeup into about 6 'bits' of information. He
the map as a picture of the terrain only
can then remember them. (An educated
incorporating the significant (to us at the
adult has a vocabulary of about 100,000
time) features.
words in his own language).
Don't overload the brain with super¬
Another example of how a concept of
fluous information at the wrong time, eg
related parts eases memory is from the
times taken to learn the following:
— don't worry about control code while
fine map reading
Material
Unit
Time to learn
— look ahead when the navigation is
(sec/unit)
simple
Nonsense syll. syll
27.9
— solve problems in advance - relegate
Digits
digit
25.5
information to background to free
Prose
word
7.2
short term memory for current navi¬
Poetry
word
3.0
gation
So if one has a vocabulary of concepts of
— once solved, problems can easily be
commonly related information one can
either recalled or resolved following a
carry and process more information than
reminding glance at the map - as then
if the information has to be processed in
less concepts are needed than to
its smallest unit. This applies to solving
originally solve the problem
any problem — if the information content
— develop a large vocabulary of solved
is organised and ordered and amalgamaproblems, topographical combina¬
ted into concepts the problem is greatly
simplified — and to the individual the
tions, mental pictures of terrain etc.
problem no longer appears as difficult as
— all mechanical techniques (compass
it would have seemed if the information
running, map reading, etc.) to be done
had not been organised.
automatically — requiring no thought
(cf. driving a car).
I believe in orienteering the concepts
Gareth Bryan-Jones (FVO)
one has learnt over the years of building
up experience have all got a high level of
BOF Senior Coach
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he day had not begun well and
Richard Dempsey was in a foul
mood. 'For God's sake Anne, are
you sure we're on the right road?' he
snapped impatiently.
Anne peered at the road map and
replied without a great deal of conviction, 'I
think so',
'You think so. That's no good. Are you
sure? Have a good look, we're late as it is',
said Richard.
'Well, I'm fairly certain that if we take the
next turn on the left, it should lead us to
Chessington. It ought to be signposted
from there', said Anne, with a note of desperation creeping into her voice.
The road wound between hedgerows
with grassy fields beyond, but as yet there
was no sign of a wood. In the back of the
car, the children were squabbling noisily
about some toy which had been broken.
'Will you two shut up — unless you want
to get out and walk?' yelled Richard, almost
missing the turning. He slammed on the
brakes, and the car slithered round the
corner on to the road which Anne prayed
would lead to Chessington. It wasn't long
however, before the road became progressively more minor in appearance until
eventually it deteriorated into little better
than a cart track. Finally, they rounded a
bend and found their way barred by a gate,
on the other side of which was a ploughed
field. Anne turned to look apologetically at
her husband. She was tempted to laugh
out loud but knew it would only further
aggravate Richard's adrenalin-fuelled
temper.
'Oh bloody brilliant', raged Richard,
snatching the road map from Anne's
hands.'Youweren't even holding the damn
thing the right way round.'
'But I couldn't have read the writing If I'd
held it that way', she replied.
'You don't need to, you idiot. All you have
to do is keep the map so the direction we're
going on the road is the same as on the
map', shouted Richard furiously.
'Are we lost?', came the chorus from the
backseat
'No, we are not lost, but your mother cer¬
tainly is', was the angry reply.
With a crunch, Richard rammed the
gears into reverse, pressed the accelerator to the floor and sent the car spinning
back along the narrow lane. Back on the
main road, he droved carelessly and fast.
An impenetrable silence settled between
them. It was the same story every Sunday,
Anne mused resentfully: up early, a frantic
rush to get the kids ready and prepare a
picnic, then a hair raising drive along
narrow country lanes. It wouldn't be so bad
If she didn't always have to navigate. She
hated reading while travelling: it always
made her feel sick. And when they finally
arrived at the event Richard would disappear for an hour or so leaving her to deal
with the kids singlehanded. As a result, he

A
Woman's
Place
An orienteering short story
by COLIN WEBB

would usually emerge from the woods
without a care in the world, only to find her
tearing out her hair in frustration. If she was
lucky, Richard would be finished soon
enough to walk around a 'Yellow' course
afterwards with her and the kids. A year or
two back, she'd a go at a few events but had
never really got the hang of It: all those bits
of paper and safety pins always got her in a
flap. These days she stuck to road running,
it was simpler.
It was almost 10.30 when they finally
reached the parking place on the forest
road. In a matter of minutes Richard was
changed, registered, and warming-up in
readiness for a 10-50 start. After his outburst in the car, he'd felt guilty — not guilty
enought to admit so and actually apologise, but enough to persuade him to run
the 'Green' course rather than his usual
'Brown' — at least that way he wouldn't
compound his sins by finishing too late for
the family walk around the 'Yellow'
course.

hen the whistle went, Richard still
felt wound up like a spring. As he
copied down the course from the
master map, he forced himself to slow
down and to double check the position of
those crucial red circles. Although Ches¬
sington Forest wasn't a highly technical
area being crisscrossed by a pattern of
paths and rides, concentration was still
vital—it was all to easy to mistake one path
or ride for another. He set off briskly and
was soon so involved that the pent-up
anger and tension of a week's work evaporated completely. It was amazing, he
always thought afterwards, how the mental
and physical acrobatics of orienteering left

W

no room for introspection.
In what seemed like no time at all, he was
leaving control number 6 (the Rock step)
en route for number 7 (The depression).
Only four more to go, he thought The depression proved hard to find. It was in the
middle of a flat area of 'walk' bounded by
rides — a bit of alotteryreally. When eventually he found it, after wandering rather
aimlessly back and forth for several
minutes, he realised with annoyance that a
few minutes earlier he had been standing
right next to it. The kite had been pushed
down on to the ground, and wasn't visible
till he was actually in the depression.
Meanwhile, back at the car, her brow
furrowed in conentration, Anne was studying the map intently. The children, suitably
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togged up in wellies and anoraks were
building bridges and dams, and generally
doing their best to disturb the fragile ecosystem in the small stream beside the
forest road.
Anxious to make up for lost time,
Richard began to pick up the pace — subsequently running straight past the eighth
control. Realising his mistake, he told himself to calm down and not get rattled. He
managed to hold his flagging concentration together over the final two legs and
sprinted in to the finish, stopping his watch
as he crossed the line. 48 minutes and 33
seconds — not bad for 4.3k, he thought as
he handed in his control card; not good
enough to win, but quite respectable on
this sort of terrain.
As he trotted back to the car, he was surprised to see Anne, map in hand, jogging
up and down the road.
'You needn't bother hurrying to get
changed, 'she called, 'I'm going tor a run on
my own today. The kids are playing by the
stream, and the picnic is in the boot I won't
be long.'
'But 'began Richard.
'I'llhave to go, I've got an 11.45 start,' she
continued, and bounded off down the
road.
Still slightly breathless from his sprint to
the finish, this sudden bombshell left
Richard momentarily in oxygen debt.
When he'd recovered, he sullenly pulled
off his O-gear and changed into a dry
tracksuit and trainers. The sky had
become overcast and it was beginning to
drizzle. She'll be back in a few minutes, he
smirked to himself, if it gets any heavier.
Time for your picnic,' he called to the
kids. 'Right off with those wellies. And try
not to get mud all over the seats if you don't
mind. Here's the picnic box, help yourselves.'
The chaos which followed took Richard
somewhat by surprise.
'Can I have a drink of orange, please,
Dad?'
'He's got my crisps?'
'No I haven't these are mine.'

A Woman's Place cont'd
'I don't like cheese,Iwanted peanut but¬
ter on my sandwiches'
'Dad, are there any chocolate biscuits?'
Dad was beginning to wish he'd done the
'Brown' course after all. Once the crisp and
crust scattering process was well under
way Richard pulled on his cagoule and
jogged along the road to have a look at the
provisional results strung out on 'washinglines'. He was slightly surprised to find himself in third place so far, a mere 2 minutes
behind the leader. The rain was getting
quite heavy now, but there was still no sign
of Anne. He dashed back to the car and
studied his map over a cup of coffee.

The crunch of shoes on the forest road
told Richard that Anne was back. He glanced at his watch — it was just 12-30. As
Anne trudged slowly towards the car, redfaced and somewhat bedraggled, Richard
wound down the window and called out
loudly and condescendingly 'About 45
minutes — not bad for a 'Yellow' course!'
'Oh I didn't do the 'Yellow', I did the same
as you,' grinned Anne in reply.
Richards jaw dropped. Then you must
have retired?' he added hopefully.
'No, I got round alright; although I lost a
couple of minutes at one control looking
for a depression—number 7,Ithink it was.
It was quite easy once you'd told me that bit
about holding the map.

For once, Richard was stunned into
embarrassed silence. He glanced sheepishly round the carpark; hoping that noone had overheard their conversation.
Then, with a smile as wide as someone
who had just won the 'pools', Anne continued, 'I think I might take up this lark
seriously. There's an evening event at
Sedgeford Woods next Wednesday — I
think I'll go along if you don't mind putting
the kids to bed.'

bits and pieces
* In last month's issue I included a list of officers for each club.
Unfortunately I gave Tom Clendon (Central Club President) Leon
McGivern's phone number.

Sorry!!!

Tom can be contacted on 678-545.

Hope that didn't cause too much strife!
* Day 1 of the Queen's Birthday 3-Day is going to be the first WOA vs.
AOA Challenge.
Challenges.

It will be run on the same lines as the Australia/N.Z

Let's show Wellington where the BEST orienteers come

from!!!
* The next AOA meeting will be held on June 14, at 8pm, at 374 Church
Street, Penrose.

'Dolfelin'
116 Memorial Drive
Whangarei
2/5/88
Dear Terry,
Just a note to say, thank you to you and your organising committee for
the ANZAC 3-Day Event.

It was excellent orienteering, and very well

organised - many thanks.

Rhys Thompson
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Wellington Orienteering
Association
63A Roseneath Terrace
Wellington
5th May 1988
Paul
AOA

Dalton
Secretary

72 Arran Road
Browns Bay
Auckland 10

DearPaul,

Many thanks for your letter of
17th April accepting our challenge. Yes ,
we agree with your rules !
We would like to add these points to
the rules :—
1) Pre-entry only — No entries on the day.
2) All competitors expected to run in their
usual grades.
3)

WOA to consist of its five Clubs only
AOA to consist of its three Clubs &
Whangarei

We look fo
on the battlefield.
Yours sincerely
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Ken

Fraser

(WOA
Secretary )

New Zealand Orienteering federation
TRAINING SQUAD
Co-ordinator:
John Davies
12 Riverview St.
Putaruru
080 - 8209(H)

Newsletter:
Paul Dalton
72 Arran Road
Browns Bay
Auckland 10
0 9 - 478-3378(H)
437-029(W)

Training Officer:
Dave Melrose
90 Balmoral Rd
Mt Eden
Auckland 3
09 - 606-872

Junior
Coaching:
John Rix
29 Middlemore Rd
Otahuhu
Auckland 6
0 9 - 276-4901(H)

Treasurer:
Rolf Wagner
20A Redwing St.
Browns Bay
Auckland 10
09 - 479-5370(H)
479-5329(W)

ANNUAL REPORT, Marchl988.
Easter 1988 marks the end of a busy year of activities for the squad.Squad
members held several successfull traing camps, competed in 4 trials and raised
money to finance the team to the World Champs.
Although fund raising was successfull, it still fell short of what was
required; thus team members had to make a significant contribution to the costs of
getting to Europe. The results achieved by the team certainly justified the sacrifice.
Squad training camps and regonial training camps were well attended and along
with a busy racing season during the Easter to July period, most squad members were fit
and orienteering well. In my opinion the most usefull year for training camps is the
non-champs year; as these camps develop squad spirit and allow meaningfull discussion
to take place regarding:-fund raising, selection of officials for the team and the
need for trials, etc.,
The Squad certainly appreciated the allocation of Hillary Commission funds and
thanks the N.Z.O.F. Management for applying on their behalf.Certainly there can be no
guarantee of these amounts being allocated every two years.
The Squad structure is uder stress with some key motivators resigning from their
positions and although the group generally is busy training and competing to a high
level they will have to become increasingly involved in the squads administration.
The key position of Squad Coach or poitions such as Junior Squad Coach and
Senior Squad Coach will have to be filled in the very near future. The lack of a N.Z.
based coach was a surprise to Karin Gunnarson and Lars Sjokvist.Any Coach who is
appointed should have tenure for 2 years at least to give continuity and the position
could come up for re-election after each World Championship.
The other key position of Squad Cordinator should be advertised.The stop gap
measure of Paul Dalton and myself sharing the position is not desirable.Paul has
A.O.A. committments and will be the mainstay of the Forest Run subcommittee for 1983,
so really we need somebody with a lot of drive and interest to keep Squad affairs
working.
I wish the Squad well for the coming year and may we have a successfull run up
to Sweden 1989.
John Davies.
Co-Cordinator.
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south island accomodation.
For those of us going to the South Island 7-Day next January, it might
pay to start checking out some accomodation, so that we beat the tourists
to it!

Bob Murphy sent me some info on the Airport Gateway Motor Lodge

in Christchurch - he has stayed here before and highly recommends it.
A lot of orienteers will probably be staying in Christchurch on the
night of the 6th, before going to the first event (locally) on the 7th.
The Motor Lodge is offering special rates, such as $20 each for a party
of four per night.

Other 'specials' are available on application.

The

place is well-situated and a courtesy coach will pick you up from the
airport free of charge.

According to the Tourist and Publicity Dept.,

an average motel price in Christchurch would be about $70 per night for
two people.

Here's some more info in case you're interested :

AlRPORT GATEWAY
MOTOR LODGE
* situated at 45 Roydvale Avenue, Christchurch 5.

Phone 587-093.

* on airport bus route to the city centre.
* Burnside Park, Tennis Courts, Golf Course, and Nunweek Park all nearby.
* Quality, self-contained accomodation, one and two bedrooms.
* Ground floor and first floor suites.
* All units have telephone, T.V., video, kitchen and bathroom facilities,
some units have spas and microwaves.
* Airport courtesy car.
* Breakfast service available.
* Lots of off-street parking.

puzzle page
So you all managed to conquer last month's puzzle?
it!

Wow, I don't believe

Well here's the answers in case you just want to make sure.
Jefferson, Papeete, rental car, Sheraton, Room 137
Harvey, Tokyo, hitch-hiked, Travelodge, Room 218
Knight, Vancouver, private car, Hyatt-Kingsgate, Room 506
McDonald, Singapore, Newmans bus, Regent, Room 411
Schultz, Perth, taxi, South Pacific, Room 305

And now for this month's exercise (not so strenuous this time, so that
your brains are in fit condition for the trial at Queen's Birthday!).
Try and find 21 family names that are well-known in Auckland orienteering
circles, in this jumble of letters.

Please don't be offended if I

missed your name out!
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SUUNTO
STAR
The SUUNTO STAR is a com¬
pletely new compass that makes
orienteering simple and faster. It
fits snugly on the thumb, and by
keeping the map and compass in
the same hand both can be seen at
the same time.

$30.00 ea
LESS 10% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS
(Mail Order send $29.00, covers Postage)

Available from
SURPLUS DISTRIBUTORS LTD
Cnr Hobson/Cook Sts
AUCKLAND
P.O. Box 39-141

KATIE FETTES
C/- G. SIMPSON
R.D.4
WAIUKU

Ph: 732-675
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